Finite domain constraints are one of the most important constraint domains in constraint logic programming. Usually, they are solved by local consistency techniques combined with enumeration. We argue that, in many cases, the concept of local consistency is too weak for both theoretical and practical reasons. We show how to obtain more information from a given constraint set by computing cutting planes and how to use this information in constraint solving and constrained optimization. Focusing on the pseudo-Boolean case CLP(PB), where all domains are equal to the two-element set f0; 1g, we present specialized cutting plane techniques and illustrate them on a number of examples.
Introduction
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) combines the declarativity of logic programming with the computational power of constraint solving over speci c domains. Given a constraint solver over a computational domain X, able to decide incrementally the consistency of a constraint set, the CLP(X )-scheme 16] provides a semantic base for the corresponding CLP-language. Solving combinatorial optimization problems is one of the main application areas of CLP. Here, the computational domain X is instantiated to nite domains FD. Since solving nite domain constraints is, in general, an NP-complete problem, the \most important operation on constraints : : :a test for consistency " 17] has been relaxed in most systems to local consistency 12, 1, 13, 20, 11, 6] . Global consistency has to be ensured by the programmer, using an extra enumeration predicate. A typical nite domain program has the form problem(<Vars>) :-<state constraints over Vars>, <enumerate domain of Vars>.
The search for a feasible solution of the collected constraints is performed by the PROLOG backtracking mechanism, while the nite domain solver is responsible for pruning the search tree.
In this paper, we argue that in many cases the inferences obtained by achieving local consistency are too weak for both theoretical and practical reasons. We propose to use a more powerful inference system, cutting planes, which originally have been developed in operations research, but which also have very interesting proof-theoretic properties. The organization of this paper is as follows. We start in Sect. 2 with some semantic problems related to local consistency. In Sect. 3, we introduce cutting planes in a very general way as a complete inference system for linear inequalities in integer variables. In Sect. 4, we present two concrete cutting plane approaches for the pseudo-Boolean case CLP(PB), where all variables are restricted to the domain f0; 1g. In Sect. 5, we explain how cutting planes can improve branch-and-bound algorithms for solving constrained optimization problems. Sect. 6 discusses some advantages of the cutting plane approach from the viewpoint of constraint programming. Finally, Sect. 7 illustrates the e ect of cutting planes by a number of empirical results.
Local Consistency
We begin our discussion with some semantic problems related to local consistency. One of the most important tasks of any constraint solver is to compute a simpli ed and concise solved form of a given constraint set. Using only local consistency, this is in general not possible. Consider the query ?-A + B 1; A + (1 ? B) 1 . and assume that all variables are restricted to the domain f0; 1g. The answer of a CLP-system based on local consistency techniques without extra enumeration predicate is, for example, This is correct, since the constraint set is satis able, but this is not a simpli ed and concise solved form.
3
If we add an extra enumeration predicate enum( A; B]), then we can enumerate via backtracking the complete solution set A = 1; B = 0 and A = 1; B = 1. In general, however, there may be an exponential number of solutions, so this enumeration can be done only for very small examples. What we would like to have, is a simple and concise description of the solution set. In this example, the variable A has to be 1 in all solutions, and the variable B is arbitrary. So a good answer of a CLP-system to the query ?-A + B 1; A + (1 ? B) 1 
Each of the systems (2) and (3) has the same set of 0-1 solutions as the original inequality (1).
The inequalities in (2) correspond to clauses in propositional logic. For example, x 2 + x 3 + x 4 1 4 can be written as x 2 _ x 3 _ x 4 . The inequalities in (3) are extended clauses, i.e. clauses with a right-hand side greater than 1. They contain more information. For example, x 1 +x 2 +x 3 +x 4 2 states that at least 2 of the four variables x 1 ; : : :; x 4 must take the value 1. Therefore, it implies x 2 + x 3 + x 4 1. The converse does not hold. The inequalities in (3) form the set of all prime extended clauses of (1), i.e. each extended clause implied by (1) is implied by some extended clause in (3) (see Sect. 4). Still another system, which corresponds to the set ? of facet-de ning inequalities for the 0-1 polytope generated by the solutions of (1) 
How can we derive all these constraints from the original inequality (1)? Achieving local consistency is not su cient. The only thing local consistency allows us to do is to x some variables to the value 0 or 1. If for each variable x i there exist one solution with x i = 0 and another one with x i = 1, like in the above example, nothing can be inferred, although there are many dependencies between the variables, as illustrated by the inequalities in (2), (3), and (4). To nd out these dependencies we need a more powerful inference mechanism. A general inference system to derive new inequalities from a given set of nite domain constraints, is the For all integer vectors x 2 ZZ n , the left-hand side of this inequality is integer. Therefore, we can round up also the right-hand side and obtain du T Aex du T be, for all non-negative integer solutions of Ax b.
The Chv atal-Gomory procedure has the following geometric interpretation. Each inequality a T x in the system Ax b de nes a closed half space in n-dimensional real space. The system Ax b de nes a nite intersection of such half spaces, which is called a polyhedron P. The inequality u T Ax u T b is valid for P, that is P is contained in the associated half space. If we assume that u T A consists of relatively prime integer numbers, then rounding up the right-hand side u T b means that we push the hyperplane u T Ax = u T b into P until it meets an integer point, which however may lie outside P (see Fig. 1 ). Since du T Aex du T be may cut o a part of the polyhedron P, it is called a cutting plane.
The Chv atal-Gomory Procedure is a complete inference systems for linear integer constraints In the given form, the Chv atal-Gomory Procedure is not e ective. It is not clear how to choose the weights in the non-negative linear combination of the given constraint matrix. However, several well-known inference rules are subsumed by the Chv atal-Gomory principle. For example, this holds for resolution in propositional logic. It is easy to see that any classical resolvent of a set of propositional clauses of the form ? y k 1 ? k ; together with the bounds 0 x i ; y j 1. But, Chv atal-Gomory cutting planes are strictly more powerful. For example, the unsatis ablity of the famous pigeon-hole problem ( t n pigeons into n ? 1 holes) can be proved by cutting planes in O(n 3 ) steps, whereas any resolution proof requires exponentially many steps 10].
Cutting Planes in CLP(PB)
Using cutting planes, we can make explicit any dependency between the variables in the problem that is expressible by linear inequalities. This, however, is far too general to be practically useful. Therefore, we focus now on a special class of nite domain constraints, for which e cient cutting plane techniques are available. We consider pseudo-Boolean constraints, where all domains are equal to the two-element set f0; 1g. Formally, pseudo-Boolean constraints are de ned as equations or inequalities between integer polynomials in 0-1 variables. They arise naturally in many practical applications, in particular in problems from combinatorial optimization. A constraint logic programming language CLP(PB) for logic programming with pseudo-Boolean constraints was introduced in 8].
Let C be a set of pseudo-Boolean constraints. Using linearization techniques 4], we can assume that C is given as a system of linear pseudo-Boolean inequalities of the form C : Ax b; x 2 f0; 1g n with A 2 ZZ m n and b 2 ZZ m . By P = fx 2 IR n j Ax b; 0 x 1g we denote the linear relaxation and by S = P \f0; 1g n the 0-1 solution set of C. We will present two cutting plane approaches for solving C. In both cases, the basic idea is to solve C by approximating an ideal solved form, which is either 1. the set of facet-de ning inequalities ? 9] or 2. the set of prime extended clauses 4].
Let P S = conv(S) IR n denote the convex hull of the 0-1 set S (see Fig. 1 ). An inequality c T x is called facet-de ning for P S , if it is satis ed by all points in P S and if moreover there are dim(P S ) a nely independent points in P S , for which it is satis ed at equality. Geometrically, this means that c T x de nes a face of maximal dimension of the 0-1 polytope P S . The ideal solved form ? is the set of all facet-de ning inequalities for P S .
An 
The rst problem is a discrete linear optimization problem over the set S f0; 1g n , while the second problem is a continuous linear optimization problem over the polytope P S IR n . Given the linear inequality description ? of P S , deciding entailment can be reduced to a linear programming problem, which can be solved very e ciently. The ideal solved forms ? and may involve an exponential number of constraints. Therefore, in general, they cannot be computed in practice. Providing the ideal solved form, however, is not necessary. It su ces to approximate it until satis ability or entailment can be decided easily. This approximation is done by computing cutting planes. At each step, one or several cutting planes are generated and added to the current constraint set, followed by simpli cation. The cutting planes are chosen in such a way that they lead closer to the ideal solved form. Consider the satis ability problem for the constraint set C. 1 . We start by solving the linear relaxation P = fx 2 IR n j Ax b; 0 x 1g. If P is empty, then C is unsatis able. Otherwise, we obtain an extreme point x of the polyhedron P. If x 2 f0; 1g n , then C is satis able. If x 6 2 f0; 1g n , we generate cutting planes that cut o x , but leave invariant the 0-1 solution set S. The set C 0 obtained from C by adding these cutting planes better approximates ?, since the associated polyhedron P 0 is smaller than P.
Finding strong cutting planes, ideally facets in ?, is an active research area in polyhedral combinatorics. Recently developed strong cutting plane algorithms for general 0-1 problems can be embedded into CLP-systems (see Appendix A and 9]).
2. Each extended clause entailed by C is entailed by a single extended clause in . To better approximate , we look for an extended clause not yet entailed by a constraint in C. We start an implicit enumeration algorithm on C, and suppose that we obtain a failure after xing all literals in a set L to the value 1. It can be shown that the clause L 1 is valid, but not yet entailed by any pseudo-Boolean constraint in C. Thus, adding L 1 to S gives a better approximation of , since more extended clauses are entailed. A subsequent simpli cation procedure ensures that also extended clauses with a right-hand side greater than 1 are generated. The choice of L focuses on the current entailment problem. If the implicit enumeration algorithm nds a feasible 0-1 solution, we know that C is satis able. If 0 1 is entailed, then C is unsatis able (see Appendix B and 4]). A valid constraint not yet entailed by some constraint in C is also called a logic cut. There exist many parallels between logic cuts and the more classical polyhedral cuts used in the rst approach. Logic cuts approximate the set of prime extended clauses , polyhedral cuts the set of facet-de ning inequalities ?. A facet-de ning inequality need not be prime, and a prime inequality need not be facet-de ning. However, techniques for deriving logic cuts may carry over to the generation of polyhedral cuts and vice versa.
Pruning the Enumeration Tree
Many practical applications of nite domain techniques involve the optimization of some objective function subject to a given constraint set. Consider the maximization problem maxfc T x j Ax b; x 2 ZZ n g; (6) with A 2 ZZ m n ; b 2 ZZ m ; c 2 ZZ n . The basic principle applied in nite domain constraint solvers to solve this problem is nd a feasible solution x of the current constraint system add the inequality c T x c T x + 1 as a new constraint until the constraint system becomes infeasible. The last feasible solution that was found is an optimal solution of problem (6) .
While feasible solutions yield lower bounds for the maximum value of the objective function, upper bounds are also very important. First, upper bounds give us information about the quality of a feasible solution even without knowing the optimal solution. If the objective function value 8 of a feasible solution is close to the upper bound, then it must also be close to the optimum. Often, good feasible solutions can be found very quickly, while nding an optimal solution may take a very long time. The search can be stopped, if we know that only a minor improvement is still possible. Second, upper bounds can be used to discard whole sets of feasible solutions from further consideration. Suppose the set of feasible solutions S has been divided into two subsets S 0 and S 1 . If we know that maxfc T x j x 2 S 0 g u and we have found a feasible solution x with c T x > u, then the optimal solution of the problem must be contained in S 1 . To apply this branch-and-bound principle, good upper bounds for the objective function are crucial. The bounds obtained by local consistency, however, are very weak. Consider, for example, the constraint x 1 + + x n 1; x 2 f0; 1g n ; and the objective function cx 1 + + cx n ; with c 0. Using local consistency, we can derive only the trivial upper bound nc, although there is the much better bound c.
A more powerful principle to derive upper bounds, widely used in mathematical programming, is to consider the linear relaxation maxfc T x j Ax b; x 2 IR n g; (7) of the original problem (6) . This problem can be solved very e ciently by linear programming techniques like the Simplex algorithm. Obviously, we have maxfc T x j Ax b; x 2 ZZ n g maxfc T x j Ax b; x 2 IR n g: Cutting planes tighten the linear relaxation without changing the set of integer solutions. Therefore, they improve the upper bound obtained by solving the linear relaxation and thus reduce the search space of branch-and-bound. The combination of branch-and-bound with cutting plane generation, called branch-and-cut, has been extremely successful during the last years. For many hard problems, there is no hope to solve them by pure branch-and-bound. Only when cutting planes are generated, good feasible or even optimal solutions can be obtained. For the notoriously hard traveling salesman problem, instances up to 7397 cities, which corresponds to 27.354.106 0-1 variables, could be solved to optimality using branch-and-cut 2].
Global Consistency
Cutting planes can be used in a exible way. Adding a few cutting planes already can yield a tighter description of the problem that signi cantly reduces the number of enumeration steps. Generating more cutting planes, we can decide consistency and provide a simpli ed and concise solved form of the constraint system. The advantages are as follows. From the theoretical point of view, ensuring global consistency gives a semantics in accordance with the original CLP(X )-scheme 16]. From the practical point of view of programming with constraints, global consistency allows us to write 'real' CLP-programs that can react to a failure precisely at the point where it occurs. Consider, for example, the CLP-program problem(<Vars>) :-cA(<Vars>),cB(<Vars>),cC(<Vars>). where cB and cC are de ned similar to cA. Suppose that <state constraint over Vars> in cA causes global, but not local inconsistency, whereas <state constraint over Vars> in cB and cC cause no failure. If we ensure global consistency we will detect immediately the failure of the rst clause of cA, and can try the next clause. In a CLP-system based on local consistency, however, failure will be detected only at the end in the extra enumeration predicate. By backtracking, we will then retry cC, which is not intended. The wrong choice will be detected again only at the end, during enumeration. Next cB will be retried, and only after one more iteration we will nally retry cA. This illustrates how global consistency can enhance the e ciency of the program, and enables the user to program explicitly with the failure of constraints. Another important point is that as long as global consistency is ensured, the execution of a CLP-program does not depend on the underlying constraint solver. Thus, existing applications need not be rewritten when the constraint solving techniques of a CLP-system are enhanced.
It has been argued that ensuring global consistency for nite domain constraints in the context of CLP is not achievable, since this is in general an NP-complete problem. As a consequence, constraint solving has been delayed, and only local consistency is ensured. The advantage of delaying constraint solving is that if all constraints are known, these can be used for pruning the search space. The argument is that ensuring global consistency at each computation step might be very complex, while deciding consistency of the complete constraint set at the end might be trivial. However, we feel that for a large fraction of practical problems this is not the case. In particular, this is true for optimization problems, meanwhile a standard functionality of CLP-systems 24, 17], where we collect a set of constraints and then determine the optimal value of an objective function. Typically, the constraint set is easily shown to be consistent. For many applications the constraints that may cause inconsistency, or that make the problem hard, are known in advance. By reordering the collection of constraints such that these hard constraints are added at the end, we will spend e ort at the same point where the extra enumeration predicate would. Promising experience in this direction has been made with incremental enumeration algorithms for clausal satis ability problems that ensure global consistency 15]. Furthermore, almost all typical CLP-programs in systems with incomplete solvers employ a determinate collection of the constraints, since inconsistency of the current constraint set cannot be used to guide the computation. Typically, indeterminacy is only employed in the extralogical enumeration predicate. A specialized CLP-compiler can extract these determinate constraint collections and the whole set of accumulated constraints can be given at once to the underlying complete solver. Hence, for typical CLP-programs written for incomplete constraint solvers, there is no loss in e ciency due to hard intermediate problems. On the other hand, the full power of a complete solver is available whenever a 'real' CLP-program has to be executed.
Computational Experience

Integer Programming
The utility of cutting plane generation has been widely recognized in the mathematical programming community. For example, cutting planes are used in the mixed integer programming systems MINTO 18] , MIPO 3] , MOPS 22] as well as in the commercial systems OSL and CPLEX 3.0. For the new release CPLEX 3.0, we compared pure branch-and-bound with branch-and-cut. As a set of benchmarks, we used the pure 0-1 problems in the mixed integer programming library MIPLIB 7] , except the very di cult problems air04, air05, p0548, p2756, and p6000. All experiments were Table 1 contains those problems for which there exists a signi cant di erence between pure branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut with CPLEX 3.0. The columns #C and #V indicate the number of constraints and 0-1 variables in the problem. The next two columns give the number of nodes and the running time (in seconds) of the pure branch-and-bound variant of CPLEX 3.0 (option: covers = cliques = {1), which already is known to be very e cient. The last three columns give the number of nodes, the number of generated clique cuts/applied clique cuts/applied cover cuts, and the running time (in seconds) of the branch-and-cut variant of CPLEX 3.0 (option: covers = cliques = 1). In most cases, branch-and-cut is better than branch-and-bound, in particular for problems with a large number of nodes. In some of the smaller examples, the number of nodes increases when cutting planes are generated, due to the branching heuristics of CPLEX 3.0.
Propositional Satis ability
The clausal satis ability problem of propositional logic (SAT) is fundamental to a large number of practical problems. It has become a standard for the evaluation of constraint solvers. We show on two examples how cutting plane methods can be applied successfully to notoriously hard instances of the SAT-problem. First, we consider the well-known pigeon-hole problems. By a restricted application of the di- agonal sum rule (see Appendix B), we are able to construct automatically a cutting plane proof similar to the one found by Cook et al. 10] . This specialized cut generation technique has been incorporated into a logic cut based constraint solver 4]. In combination with a linear programming system, we obtain a constraint solver that detects unsatis ability of the pigeon hole problems in polynomial time 5]. In Table 2 , we report computational results for solving some satis ability problems with CPLEX (Branch & Bound) and for solving the simpli ed problem after cut generation. In the column 'CPLEX' we report the running time (in seconds) for solving the original problem with CPLEX. In column 'Simp' we report the time used by a simple Prolog-prototype for the logic cut generation and in 'SCPLEX' the running time of CPLEX for solving the preprocessed problem. We also included some other examples in order to demonstrate the wider applicability of the approach.
Second, we consider some of the \aim..." problems, arti cially generated instances of the SAT problem with at most 3 literals per clause, found in the DIMACS-collection 23]. The names give more information about the problem, e.g. aim-100-1 6-no-1 means that the problem is unsatis able and that it contains 100 variables and 160 clauses. We solved the problems with a prototype implementation of a logic cut based pseudo-Boolean constraint solver that generates logic cuts, as presented on page 8, and additionally includes simpli cations steps based on the deductive system \generalized resolution" (see Appendix B), which further strengthen the derived logic cuts 5, 4]. We report the number of logic cuts generated with \generalized resolution" (GRCuts), the number of logic cuts generated by enumeration (ECuts) and the running time (Time) needed to solve the problem. We compare the results with SATO 25] , a state-of-the-art implementation of the implicit enumeration Davis-Putnam procedure, where we abort the search after the rst solution of the problem has been found or all branches have been explored. We report the number of evaluated nodes (DPNodes) and the running time (DPTime). We selected only some of the problems in order to demonstrate the applicability of the presented logic cut method. The smaller problem instances (50 variables) are solved in about the same time by both methods, but almost always fewer cuts are generated than nodes visited. Most hard larger instances (200 variables) cannot be solved by SATO in reasonable time. The logic cut method was able to solve many of the hard larger instances within 1000 seconds running time. The nal state of the logic cut based method for the satis able instances consists of the single extended clause L jLj, where L is the set of all literals that need to be xed to 1. Thus, the information that the satis able instances have a unique solution is determined by the solver. An implicit enumeration procedure, like SATO, would have to enumerate completely the remaining search space for detecting this information.
